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NEW QUESTION: 1
After a risk review, the project manager notes an increase in
impact for one of the financial risks. What should the project
manager do next?
A. Request extra funds from the sponsor to increase the risk
contingency reserves
B. Reevaluate the risk exposure and verify that risk response
actions are still effective.
C. Communicate the change in risk exposure to the project team
members.
D. Change the risk trigger in the risk management plan and
inform the risk owner.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
For IBM Spectrum Protect Disaster Recovery Manager (DRM), what
is the order of maintenance tasks which are run to complete the
DRM sequence daily?
A. PREPARE
MOVE DRMEDIA
DELETE VOLHIST

B. PREPARE
DELETE VOLHIST
MOVE DRMEDIA
C. DELETE VOLHIST
MOVE DRMEDIA
PREPARE
D. MOVE DRMEDIA
PREPARE
DELETE VOLHIST
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You ran a high load SQL statement that used an index through
the SQL Tuning Advisor and accepted its recommendation for SQL
profile creation. Subsequently you noticed that there has been
a 2% growth in number of rows in the tables used by the SQL
statement and database statistics have also been refreshed.
How does this impact the created SQL profile?
A. It becomes invalid and no longer used the optimizer.
B. It remains and allows the optimizer to pick a different plan
required.
C. It remains valid and ensures that the optimizer always use
the execution plan that was created before the changes
happened.
D. It becomes invalid and a new SQL profile is created for the
statement by the auto tuning task.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: B,C
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